Creating Clean Green Environments

All products handmade in the UK
Clean Team by Livingreen Design
www.cleanteam.org.uk
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Introduction

Key benefits

Clean Team

Each of the dispenser ranges includes either
complementary bins, or a bin function included.
For smaller spaces, or the home, we have added a
range of wall panels with built in dispensers and
shelves which can be combined with moss or replica
greenwall panels for a beautiful display.
To aid with social distancing we have included our
mobile Freewall concept of room dividers which can
feature greenwall panels on one or both sides.
We will be adding to this range in the near future so
make sure you sign up for our newsletter.
Rounding off the range are our ‘Away’ range of
functional planter products that compliment the
ideals of the rest of the Clean Team range.
These include Ashtrays, Recyling bins and Rat
control units.
We are dedicated to our ethos of outstanding
customer service, so please, if you have any
questions don’t hesitate to call us on 0131 440 9804.

Made to WHO standards

No waiting months from Asia for essential units that may
never arrive or not be fit for purpose.
Order the Clean Team range to support UK
manufacturing, jobs and the economy, while getting a
top quality hand crafted product.

Clean Team is a new concept to bring fresh, green
design to the functional objects now needed for
everyday life at both work and home.
As one of Europe’s leading manufacturers supplying
the commercial landscape sector we have many
years experience of innovating bins, ashtrays,
furniture and even fire extinguisher stations by
finding novel ways to add greenery – usually by
turning them into beautifully designed planters
with dual functionality, following the principles and
practise of Biophyllic design.
With Clean Team, we applied our experience to
make sure adding hand sanitisers, glove, mask and
tissue dispensers to keep staff, customers and loved
ones safe, does not mean filling buildings with ugly
poorly conceived washroom style units. Rather it’s
an opportunity to improve the appearance of any
public area with professionally designed functional
products that bring nature indoors, with all the
positive mental health benefits this brings.

Unique Clean Team Hand Sanitiser

Hand made in the UK

Superb Environmental Credentials

Featuring antimicrobial Copper
for its natural antiviral and
antibacterial properties

All the units featured here are predominantly from hand
laid Fibreglass, now recognised as one of the most
environmentally friendly ‘lifetime’ materials money can
buy. With the added advantage of local manufacturing
you cannot get a lower carbon footprint.
Consult www.livingreendesign.com
for additional information.

Each Clean Team sanitiser dispensing unit will be
supplied prefilled with sanitiser, up to 10 litres, for the
POMBOT design.
With our factory in Edinburgh, the gateway to whisky
country, our unique 80% plus alcohol sanitising hand
rub is crafted in the same distilleries that supply the
world with its favourite spirit and shares the same
principles of quality first and foremost. So effective and
cost effective is the Clean Team sanitiser that we are sure
you will want to use our re-supply programme to ensure
all users are always offered maximum protection .
However you can refill with other sanitiser products if
required.

Copper and its alloys, have been known for their
ability to actively kill virus and bacteria since ancient
times.
Surfaces coated in copper become naturally sterile
within hours of contamination making it the
material of choice wherever control of infection
spread is essential.
All Clean Team products feature copper coated
panels as standard in areas of the units likely to be
frequently touched for the ultimate in safe design.
This is possible thanks to our own unique
formulation of liquid metal coating which forms a
film on the surface of the fibreglass that looks and
behaves exactly as would a solid metal plate.
To function properly these need to be raw metal, so
they will tarnish and need occasional polishing up
– or we can permanently seal with laquer, but with
greatly reduced antiviral effect.

Biophilic Design
Biophilic design is the concept used by architects and designers to increase people’s connectivity to the natural
environment by incorporating nature, either directly or indirectly into buildings and their surrounds.
The benefits are proven and multifold, including increased productivity, higher consumer spend in retail areas
and less absenteeism thanks to improvements in mental health. Clean Team units are designed for plants and all
include ultra realistic replica plants as standard. Where humans cannot distinguish between real and replica plants,
the benefits of biophilic design remain the same, while replica plants pose none of the maintenance issues or costs
of their living counterparts. However all units can be supplied empty for the customer to plant if required.
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clean station - florence
Classic clean design in three distinct styles, incorporating a 5L hand rub dispenser with up to 1000
dispenses before the bottle needs to be changed or refilled. The unique cam lock design makes replacing
the bottle simplicity itself, while the copper coated front plate helps provide the safest of experiences for
your customers and staff. Supplied as standard with a beautiful replica plant to approx. 1.5m tall overall.
OPTIONS
6 standard colours, but can be finished in any of our huge
range of paint and special effect finishes to special order.
Can be supplied with a lockable castor base (visible)
Can be supplied without a plant, ready for either live or
artificial planting by the customer (planting height 150mm).
Can be supplied with aluminium plates suitable for bolting
to the floor for exterior use.
Can be supplied with a range of graphic messages.
Copper surfaces can be lacquered for easy maintenance –
however this greatly reduces the antimicrobial effect.
This can also be painted in matching or complementary
colour to the main body if required.
Also available in other colours and finishes see main
brochure.
The Clean Station is supplied with a 5 litre bottle of hand
sanitiser included.

Code		
CSFL01

CSFL01

350 x 1200mm

Hero Grey Cool Grey

Clinical
White

Planting height 150mm

Services
red

Fresh
Green

Clean
Blue
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clean station - marie

clean station - louis

CSLO01

OPTIONS

OPTIONS

6 standard colours, but can be finished in any of our huge
range of paint and special effect finishes to special order.
Can be supplied with a lockable castor base (visible)
Can be supplied without a plant, ready for either live or
artificial planting by the customer (planting height 150mm).
Can be supplied with aluminium plates suitable for bolting
to the floor for exterior use.
Can be supplied with a range of graphic messages.
Copper surfaces can be lacquered for easy maintenance –
however this greatly reduces the antimicrobial effect.
This can also be painted in matching or complementary
colour to the main body if required.
Also available in other colours and finishes see main
brochure.
The Clean Station is supplied with a 5 litre bottle of hand
sanitiser included.

6 standard colours, but can be finished in any of our huge
range of paint and special effect finishes to special order.
Can be supplied with a lockable castor base (visible)
Can be supplied without a plant, ready for either live or
artificial planting by the customer (planting height 150mm).
Can be supplied with aluminium plates suitable for bolting
to the floor for exterior use.
Can be supplied with a range of graphic messages.
Copper surfaces can be lacquered for easy maintenance –
however this greatly reduces the antimicrobial effect.
This can also be painted in matching or complementary
colour to the main body if required.
Also available in other colours and finishes see main
brochure.
The Clean Station is supplied with a 5 litre bottle of hand
sanitiser included.

Code		

Code		

CSLO01

CSMA01

Hero Grey

350 x 350 x 1200mm Planting height 150mm

Cool Grey

Clinical
White

Services
red

Fresh
Green

300/400 x 1200mm Planting height 150mm

Hero Grey Cool Grey

Clean
Blue

CSMA01

Clinical
White

Services
red

Fresh
Green
Fresh
Green

Clean
Blue
Clean
Blue
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clean bins

clean bins

Designed to match each of the clean station ranges, these complementary bins are supplied with a
detachable top lip for both securing and to facilitate easy changing of the internal plastic bag. As with all
heavily touched surfaces on Clean Team products, the lips are supplied copper coated as standard.
OPTIONS

MARIE

FLORENCE

LOUIS

6 standard colours, but can be finished in any of our huge
range of paint and special effect finishes to special order.
Can be supplied with a lockable castor base (visible)
Can be supplied without a plant, ready for either live or
artificial planting by the customer (planting height 150mm).
Can be supplied with aluminium plates suitable for bolting
to the floor for exterior use.
Can be supplied with a range of graphic messages to
indicate recycling uses etc.
Copper surfaces can be lacquered for easy maintenance –
however this greatly reduces the antimicrobial effect.
This can also be painted in matching or complementary
colour to the main body if required.
Also available in other colours and finishes see main
brochure.

Code		

CBMA01

CBFL01

CBLO01

CBFL01

350 x 800mm

CBLO01

350 x 350 x 800mm		

CBMA01

300/400 x 800mm

Copper

Hero Grey Cool Grey

Clinical
White

Services
red

Fresh
Green

Clean
Blue

PAPER

CBMA01

CBFL01

CBMA01

GLASS

CBLO01

CBLO01
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pombot

pombot

The friendly POM (Peace Of Mind) BOT, designed by Evan Sawyer, is a fantastic option for use anywhere
where children will be significant users. Obviously suitable for schools, POMBOT is also a great choice for
dentists, doctors and shopping centres amongst many other locations.
Fitted as standard with 2 x 5L gel dispensers, that’s up to 2000 hand washes without refilling.
Each unit also features a built in bin which is easily accessed along with the dispenser bottles, via a cam
lock door at the rear for easy changing. On either side of the head, POMBOT’s ‘ears’ are detachable
dispensers that can be used for gloves, tissues or masks. Again the ears, eyes and mouth are all supplied
Copper coated as standard. Replica plant ‘hair’ finishes off the whole effect.
OPTIONS
6 standard colours, but can be finished in any of our huge
range of paint and special effect finishes to special order.
Can be supplied with a lockable castor base (visible)
Can be supplied without a plant, ready for either live or
artificial planting by the customer (planting height 150mm).
Can be supplied with aluminium plates suitable for bolting
to the floor for exterior use.
Can be supplied with a range of graphic messages.
Copper surfaces can be lacquered for easy maintenance –
however this greatly reduces the antimicrobial effect.
This can also be painted in matching or complementary
colour to the main body if required.
Also available in other colours and finishes see main
brochure.

Code		
POMBOT01

POMBOT01

Copper

Access from the back

400 x 400 x 1300 mm

Hero Grey Cool Grey

Clinical
White

Planting height 150mm		

Services
red

Fresh
Green

Clean
Blue

POMBOT is supplied with two ear boxes as standard plus the
bin and 2 x 5L bottles of hand sanitiser

www.livingreendesign.com

CLEAN TEAM is a brand name of Livingreen Design Ltd

t: +44(0)131 440 9804

